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Onix
Sedute componibili NAP e cuscini in jacquard misto cotone con effetto pizzo oro-nero RIING. Lampada BUBBLE GOLD da terra. Tappeto shag di viscosa rasato NISSA. Cuscini in pelle effetto invecchiato RANDAL. Lampada SOPHIE ricamata a chevron sfumati oro e argento PARIS. Tavolino HOLLY GLASS (p. 80.81).

Copriletto e federe in jacquard a motivo REMON. Cuscini in jacquard di cotone viscosa lurex effetto chevron camouflage REUNION, in duchesse di seta MONO e unico micro spina pesce RIB. Piastra a chiusura con frange MARGOT (p.83.83).

Divano TOP 4, pouf CILINDRO e cuscini in velluto stropicciato a macro coste RABAT. Tappeto shag di visscosa rasato NISSA (p.80.83.85).

ONIX
Sedute componibili NAP paravento e cuscini in jacquard double face con effetto lurex RAYONG. Cuscini in pelle effetto invecchiato OMAR. Lampadario a frange DANAE. Tappeto shag di visscosa rasato NISSA. Cuscinetti e lampade a sospensione DANAE con effetto lurex BUBBLE RUBIN, Tappeti in shag di viscosa WENGEN. Tavolino holly BUBBLE GOLD da terra. Vasi MEDITERRANEO grandi e piccoli. Cuscini con texture a cordoncino MEDITERRANEO (p.9).
NAP modular seating and cushions in black and white chevron fabric RIVAS. Multicoloured striped, polyester mat RICHNACHA (p.8).
JALAMAR loungers, PALLINA pouf and cushions in diagonally striped with multicolour poppies ROSARIO, in striped solution dyed RODATAN (p.7.9.11).
VIRGOLA loungers in double-faced, black and white poppies jacquard ROSEAU (p.9). Round armchairs, coffee table, and hand-woven pendant lamps in black and white flamed PVC cord, collection CORDULA. Cushions in jacquard with black and white poppies and weave-effect border RABINAL. RHIANNA velour beach towel and linen gauze muslin beach towel. Medium and high, black and white, striped vases BAYADERE. Large and small JAR BOCCE vasas (p.10.11). PETAL chaise and table-pouf PITAORGA. Beach towel with fringing RAMIRO. Double-faced, striped dwelling RELY (p.12.13).
Table and coffee set ZIGZAG (p.15), FLOWERS (p.16.17), in porcelain shape INFINITO, produced and distributed by Richard Ginori 1735. Coordinated with the porcelain set, placemat set RIGA (p.15) and FIORE (p.17) and napkin set in percale cotton with over-dyed, tone-on-tone effect JD (p.16.17).
Beach towel with multicoloured/black and white striped ROSS. Multicoloured, striped, woven hammock LUNA (p.18.19).
All fabric suitable for outdoors.

LELUUM
INNITL modular sofa and PALLINA pouf in multicoloured chevron RAJAM. Cushions in viscose velvet with macro cordury COOMBA, and in multicoloured shading with black and gold lace-effect jacquard ROING. BUBBLE GOLD floor lamp. Shorn viscose shag rug NIRSA. Large and small round cushions in the formation of string balls GOMITOLO and cylinder cushions with 3D zigzag pattern CHEVRON (p.23).
CILINDRO pouf and cushions in striped viscose velvet jacquard with chevron-effect RAJAM. Round armchairs, coffee table, and hand-woven pendant lamps in black and white flamed PVC cord, collection CORDULA. Bathrobe, terry dressing and bath mat with multicoloured/black and white striped ROSS (p.28.29).
Duvet cover and pillowcase in cotton velour with multicoloured lily motif RACHEL. Wool throw with multicoloured stripes RUGGERO. Striped cotton curtain RAJAM. Multicoloured striped, polyester mat RICHNACHA. Hand-tufted wool rug RAJAMAHAL. Cottoonelle side table in turned solid cedar wood CEDAR SPOOL MISSONHOME / RIVA1920 (p.30.31).

POPPIES
Cushion and cushions in cotton blend jacquard with wine and yellow motif RAJAM. Round armchairs in black and white flamed PVC cord, collection CORDULA. Bathrobe, terry dressing and bath mat with multicoloured/black and white striped ROSS (p.28.29). Duvet cover and pillowcase in cotton velour with multicoloured lily motif RACHEL. Wool throw with multicoloured stripes RUGGERO. Striped cotton curtain RAJAM. Multicoloured striped, polyester mat RICHNACHA. Hand-tufted wool rug RAJAMAHAL. Cottoonelle side table in turned solid cedar wood CEDAR SPOOL MISSONHOME / RIVA1920 (p.30.31).

LELUUM
INNITL modular sofa and PALLINA pouf in multicoloured chevron RAJAM. Cushions in viscose velvet with macro cordury COOMBA, and in multicoloured shading with black and gold lace-effect jacquard ROING. BUBBLE GOLD floor lamp. Shorn viscose shag rug NIRSA. Large and small round cushions in the formation of string balls GOMITOLO and cylinder cushions with 3D zigzag pattern CHEVRON (p.23).
CILINDRO pouf and cushions in striped viscose velvet jacquard with chevron-effect RAJAM. Round armchairs, coffee table, and hand-woven pendant lamps in black and white flamed PVC cord, collection CORDULA. Bathrobe, terry dressing and bath mat with multicoloured/black and white striped ROSS (p.28.29). Duvet cover and pillowcase in cotton velour with multicoloured lily motif RACHEL. Wool throw with multicoloured stripes RUGGERO. Striped cotton curtain RAJAM. Multicoloured striped, polyester mat RICHNACHA. Hand-tufted wool rug RAJAMAHAL. Cottoonelle side table in turned solid cedar wood CEDAR SPOOL MISSONHOME / RIVA1920 (p.30.31).

FIORE POP
INNITL bed in false-plan plain slipglen MORGEX. Duvet cover and pillowcase in cotton velour with multicoloured chevron motif RUDOLPH, yarn-dyed cotton sateen with flame stripes RON. HOLLY GLASS side table (p.56.57).
Veilour wallcovering and batte with wave motif ROMY, veilour wallcovering with 3D-effect REX, and floral print bath towel RITA (p.58). DIAMANTE pouf in two-toned, ribbed, cotton-viscose velour RAJAM. Velour wallcovering with wave motif ROMY, terracotta with chevron motif RUFUS, and in shading stripes ROYAN (p.60.61).
Set of high and low, square coffee tables HARRY GLASS (p.82.83). ADAR sofa, DIAMANTE pouf, CILINDRO pouf and cushions in macro houndstooth jacquard yielding vintage-effect REALA2A. Viscose rug shag WENGEN. Black and white hand-woven pendant lamp THEA KUTA. SOFIE floor lamp and throw in embroidered macramè with checker-effect.
LARGE GOMITOLO vase. Cushions in shaded, multi-coloured jacquard yielding golden lace effect PASADENA, and black and white chenille yarn fabric RESERVA (p.83.84.85). Curtain and BUBBLE pendant lamp in cheesecloth linen with watercolour floral motif and RIBEIRA (p.83.67).
JALAMAR indoor loungers, PALLINA pouf and cushions in jacquard with various graduated tones RALMA and cushions in print on subtly checked luxur RICEPUN. Cushion and BUBBLE pendant lamp in foil coupled on linen with wave motif RUMBIA. Viscose rug shag WENGEN. COCO coffee and side tables. FLAME candles with stripes TOTEM and with waves TORTA (p.66.67).

GOLDEN AGE JEWEL
INNITL sofa, CILINDRO pouf and cushions in multicoloured shading with black and gold lace-effect jacquard RONG. Black and white hand-woven pendant lamp THEA KUTA. Viscose rug shag WENGEN (p.70.71).
MORFOED bed, CILINDRO pouf and cushions in yarn-dyed jacquard on silk blend OLEG. Duvet cover and pillowcase in jewel print on cotton sateen FORZIA. BUBBLE GOLD pendant lights plus BUBBLE light with cover in embroidered viscose sequins in chevron motif NACIRA. HOLLY side table. Viscose rug shag WENGEN. Scented candles MONTEROSA with chevron motif MISSONHOME (Apothia) (p.72.73). Bedspread in embroidered micro chevron PETERA. Throw in embroidered chevron with fringed border PRUDENCE. BUBBLE pendant lamps in embroidered micro chevron motif RUSH. BUBBLE GOLD (p.74.75).
VIRGOLA armchair and chaise longue, cushion and CILINDRO pouf in striped chevron MASULEH, and in striped cotton-viscose velvet needlecord RENO. Cushions in viscose velvet with macro cordury COOMBA, and in shaded chevron jacquard with lurex PLASIR. PALLINA pouf in jewel print on cotton sateen ROVER. Floor lamp BUBBLE GOLD DIAMANTE. Pouf in two-toned, ribbed, cotton-viscose velvet RAFAH (p.76.77).

GOLDEN AGE SILVER & GOLD
SCREEN bed, DIAMANTE pouf, round mirror with frame NARCISO and cushions in shaded jacquard motif in gold or silver REMICOL. SOFIE floor lamp in embroidered gold and silver chevron PARIS. HOLLY GLASS side table (p.80.81).
Bedspread and pillows in damask jacquard with chevron REMICOL. Cushions in cotton-viscose-lurex blend jacquard with chevron and camouflage-effect REUNION, in plain coloured duchesse silk MONO and micro Herringbone in cotton-viscose blend RIBE. Chevron throw with fringing MARGOT (p.82.83).
TÔP 4 sofa, CILINDRO pouf and cushions in crumpled velvet with macro cordury RABAT. Shorn viscose shag rug NIRSA (p.80.83.85).

ONDIX
NAP modular seating, screen and cushions in double-faced jacquard in viscose-cotton-polyester blend yielding lurex-effect RAYONG. Cushions in distressed leather OMAN. Fringed chanderlier DANAE. Shorn viscose shag rug NIRSA. FLAME candles with stripes TOTEM and with waves TORTA (p.88.89). Pouf, DIAMANTE pouf in two-toned, ribbed, cotton-viscose velvet RAFAH (p.89.91).
GRAVITA in chamilly yarn print on viscose-cotton blend RIYAD. Wool throw REGINA. Wool with knitted-effect PEREIRA. GOLDEN AGE SILVER & GOLD